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CONCEPT: Fractal Geometry of Nature: 
Arithmetic with its Geometry and 
Trigonometry 
 
 

1- BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CONCEPT 
 
The concept of Arithmetic, in particular Geometry is a concept about relative 

positions of figures, size, shape and about properties of space. Geometry also 

deals with measurements such as volume, angles, length, area, 

circumferences. Geometry builds the basis of general arithmetic.  

 

Trigonometry examines the relationship between sides and angles, the 

relationship of trigonometric functions.  

 

In reference to permaculture in this concept we can also talk about fractal 

geometry of the nature (activities for slightly older children 12-14 years old). 

 

 
2- Activities of the LivingStem project that 
may be related to this concept 
 

This concept can be applied to many activities in Gamification System, such 

as building birdhouses, building insect hotel, but also to activities related to 

Fractals and Nature, the Fibonacci sequence in nature or designing Mandala 

garden.  

 

Gamification System - ‘Bird boxes - building and learning’: during the 

activity on building bird boxes, students will learn about the units of 
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measurement, they will build spatial figures, and this will come in handy in 

everyday life.  

 

 

 

Gamification System - ‘Fractals and Nature’: during this activity students can 

learn how mathematics (mainly geometry) is combined with nature on example 

of fractals. Fractals are the converging point of STE(A)M. They bridge the gap 

between science and metaphysics which make them extensively rich in scope 

and simply fabulous subjects for learning and for making the video. 

 

This concept can also be combined with the Ideal Kitchen Garden Game, 

where students playing a treasure hunt in a permaculture farm/garden with the 

aim to discover the treasures of a permaculture environment as permaculture 

design puts a premium to the significance of fractals in the design process. 

 

 

3- Methodology proposal for the 
implementation of the activity described 
above  
The video can be shot during activities related to Gamification System. Before 

children start to make the video, they are invited to brainstorm about how 

important function in the world is played by geometry, measurements and 

proportions (not only in the preparation of wooden boxes, but also, for 

example, in creating a place for a permaculture garden, in building a dwelling 

house, etc.).  

 

The video could be also shot during the Ideal Kitchen Garden Game where 

students – during playing the treasure hunt – can also observe some fractals 

in nature, take some pictures or use magnifying glass to see fractals. Students 

will also brainstorm about geometry in nature.  
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This will allow them to realise that geometry is also inscribed in nature. 

This discussion is intended to illustrate to students that geometry is used in 

various areas of life and in nature, including the basic ones, which satisfy 

human existence. 

 

 

Then, students, using the example of bird boxes can explain how the house 

was built. Why it has such proportions and what would happen if the wall on 

one side was lower (wrongly measured) or the roof was too narrow. The 

students in this exercise demonstrate the responsibility that every "builder" 

should have knowledge of geometry and that geometry and measurements is 

important in life. 

 

After brainstorming students can write a story/idea of the video and the script, 

and then create the production schedule. 

 

 

4- Children involvement in the activity: 
Students will work in groups. Thanks to the brainstorming they will have the 

opportunity to express themselves and also listen to other students' ideas. 

  

An important part of the preparation for the film will be the students' creativity 

and refer to life examples for example, where geometry is used in everyday 

life...building houses, bridges, etc. 

 

Additionally, everyone will be able to express themselves on how the art of 

arithmetic is moving to the practice, how important is a good design of the 

garden and all its elements. 

 

 

5- Links between this concept and science 
(STEAM) and permaculture: 
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The concept ‘Fractal Geometry of Nature: Arithmetic with its Geometry and 

Trigonometry’ is related STEAM subjects and permaculture. Using Math (in 

particular geometry, trigonometry) when taking measurements students can 

learn about proportion. Pupils can also study design, especially during bird 

boxes projects, but also a permaculture garden project. By producing the 

video they will have to be familiar with video taking technology like using 

camera, etc. 

 

Students will develop skills such an analytical thinking, design and scientific 

skills through observation and research, skills in planning, organization, script 

writing, interpersonal communication, team building. They will also have an 

opportunity to practise technological skills in media production and using 

camera/programme to create videos. 

 

 

 


